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1. REPORT

1.1. Introduction

There is a large amount of data on the nature and magnitude

of "foreign" chemical and radioactive residues which find their

way into food, environment and living tissues, and so become "trace

contaminants" of such media. Much less is known about the

biological significance of such residues especially at the

relatively lower concentrations which actually obtain under

natural environmental conditions. In particular far more is known

about the effects of the living organisms upon the absorbed or

ingested residue (metabolism, excretion, etc.) than about the

effects of the residue upon the living organism (chronic toxicity,

low dose effects, etc.).

Clearly, biological effects in vivo, by definition, can only

be demonstrated under given experimental conditions in terms of changes

in behaviour or health of animal or plant organism at concentrations

above the so-called "no-effect" level (WHO, Assessment of the

carcinogenicity and mutagenicity of chemicals, WHO, Technical Report

Series No. 546, Geneva, 1974). The significance of exposure of

individuals or populations under normal environmental conditions

to lower concentrations has often to be estimated by inference or

extrapolation. However, such residues may cause measurable

biochemical or physiological effects in vivo or in vitro. If

they can account for, or be significantly correlated with, effects

at higher concentrations on behaviour or health of the whole organism

in vivo a more rational estimate of biological significance or

potential hazard of environmental residues becomes possible. More-

over, the measurement of such effects can provide a useful index of

exposure below levels which produce visible signs of poisoning or other

adverse effects on the whole organism. Thus, carbamate insecticides

inhibit animal blood cholinesterase activity at lower doses than
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those which cause signs of poisoning (Vandekar, M., Plestina, R.

and Wilhelm, K. Toxicity of carbamates for mammals, Bull. Wld.

Hith. Org., 1971, 44, 241-249). Delta-amino laevulinic acid de-

hydratase can similarly be inhibited at very low concentrations

of lead in animal tissues (see summary for information prepared

by Stewart, J.W.B., Bettany, J.R. and Winteringham, P.P.W.,

Chemosphere, 1974, 3, (1), 33). Certain triazine herbicide

residues may significantly affect plant nitrogen uptake or

metabolism at lower concentrations than cause visible herbicidal

effects (Ries, S.K., West, W., and Pulver, E.L. In isotope

tracer studies of chemical residues in food and the agricultural

environment, IAEA, Vienna, 1974, pp. 111-112).

An important aspect of the problems of foreign chemical

residues in the biosphere is that there may be adverse effects in

addition to those affecting the behaviour or health of man, e.g. the

contamination of inland water bodies resulting in undesirable

changes, injury or even death of aquatic fauna and flora as in

eutrophication (Hasler, A.D. Man-induced eutrophication of lakes

in Global effects of environmental pollution edited by S.F. Singer,

D. Reidel Publishing Co., Dordrioht, Holland, 1970, pp. 110-125),

the effects of atmospheric pollutants such as sulphur dioxide on

sensitive plants at levels which do not show visible signs of injury

but may significantly affect yield or plant quality (Bleasdale, J.K.A.,

Env. Pollution, 1973, 5, (4), 275). Isotopic tracer techniques

sometimes provide novel and sensitive tools in this context, not as

conventional tracers but as especially sensitive indicators of

effects in non-target organisms.

Two kinds of application in this context can be recognized: -

(a) The use of radio-isotopically labelled reagents, enzyme or
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biological substrates for studying quantitatively the

effects of a chemical residue or trace contaminant upon

a living organism in vivo or upon a tissue or cell preparation

in vitro. E.g. the use of carbon-14 labelled acetylcholine

as a substrate for animal blood cholinesterase activity can

provide a sensitive indicator of exposure of animals in vivo

to carbamate or organophosphorus insecticides at levels

well below those which produce signs of poisoning (Winteringham,

F.P.W., and Disney, R.W., Laboratory Practice, 1964, 13, (8),

PP. 739-745), or as an indicator of the presence of their

residues (Marchart, H., Mikrochimica Aot% (Wien), 1968, (3),

pp. 669-673).

(b) By the "labelled pool technique" in which metabolic pools

can be labelled in vitro or in vivo to indicate the relative

concentrations of the metabolic intermediates and essential

ions often at concentrations below chemically detectable

levels, e.g. the phosphorylated intermediates extracted from

the brain of a single insect. Alternatively measurements of

the rate at which the intermediates of such a pool become

labelled following introduction of a radioactive precursor

provide quantitative data on the turn-over rates involved

(Winteringham, F.P.W., Int. J. Appld. Rad. and Isotopes,

1956, 1, pp. 57-65). In either case comparison of such

labelled pools from control and from exposed tissues or

organisms can provide qualitative and quantitative information

on toxic or other biological effects.

Against this backgrorfd a programme of "coordinated isotopic

tracer-aided investigations of the biological side-effects of foreign
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chemical residues in food and agriculture" was initiated in 1973. The

first research coordination meeting reported here was convened to

review the representative investigations comprising this programme.

This has made possible an appraisal of the current status of these

techniques and the identification of some priorities.

1.2. Representative investigations

1.2.1. Radioactive substrates for studying DNA injury and
its repair.

Important side-effects of environmental trace contamin-

ants are their possible action on the genetic material of living

cells. During the evolution of life, cells have developed defence

mechanisms to remove damaged or changed parts of the genetic material.

These reactions are known as DNA repair mechanisms. Human cells

have two repair systems, the error-free excision repair and the

error-prone postreplication repair. If the excision repair is in-

hibited by chemicals an increase in mutation rate and late effects

will result.

DNA-repair inhibitors are described as co-carcinogenic

substances. These compounds have the property of increasing the

carcinogenic effect of other chemicals. There is a clear evidence

that nearly all carcinogens can interact covalently with DNA itself.

If DNA excision repair is inhibited these substances remain in DNA

and, accelerate the onset of tumor appearance. Parallel mutations

are stabilized in DNA. In microorganisms especially has a correlation

been demonstrated between DNA repair inhibition and increase in

mutation rate.
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The combined action of ionizing or UV radiation or alkylating

agents and repair inhibitors seems to produce the greatest genetic

damage. Because of the potentially greater significance of this

synergistic-type of action there is a particular need to study

the combined effects of environmental mutagens (including ionizing

radiation) and environmental contaminants which are capable of

inhibiting DNA-repair.

Methods using labelled substrates for detecting

DNA-repair inhibitors are well established (e.g., see Proceedings

of a Symposium of the International Society for Research in Frontiers

of Medicine - DNA-Repair and late effects, Rotzer-Druck, Vienna,

1973). A new screening system has been developed for speedily

testing possible chemical DNA-repair inhibitors (Working papers

3.2. and 3.3). It is based on the incorporation of labelled

thymidine in DNA of cells in the presence of hydroxyurea immediately

after damaging cells by radiation or mutagenic chemical. Because

of the difficulty of detecting point mutations in man micro-organisms

are often used as test materials but this has the disadvantage of

possible lack of relevance to man due to differences in cellular

metabolism and transport. Therefore, comparative studies were

initiated using micro-organisms and mammalian cells to test for

mutations and DNA-repair inhibition after allowing for possible

metabolism of the chemical compounds by human liver microsomal

fractions.

Traditional plating assays as a screening system

for mutagens is time consuming. Therefore, an isotope technique

was developed as a screening system to detect even weak mutagens

using micro-organisms lacking the excision repair system. The
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release of CO2 from C-glucose was a measure for back mutations

in Salmonella Typhlmurlum mutants growing in minimal medium.

Several herbicides, food additives, drugs and detergents have been

tested in these systems. In some model experiments it has been

shown that chemically related structures apparently differed in

their action as DNA-repair inhibitors.

1.2.2. C-labelled acetylcholine as substrate for measuring

enzyme inhibition due to the presence of, or exposure to, anti-

cholinesteratic contaminants.

The radiometric assay of acetylcholinesterase activity

using (14C) acetylcholine as substrate provides an extremely sensitive

technique for the detection of inhibition of the enzyme in vivo

or in vitro. Since enzyme activity can be determined on the micro-

scale with minimum sample dilution, extremely low substrate con-

centrations and short incubation periods the technique is especially

suitable for inhibitors such as insecticidal carbamates which behave

as reversible inhibitors (Winteringham, F.P.W. and Fowler, K.S.,

Biochem. J., 1966, 101, pp. 127-134). The technique was modified

for finger-prick samples of human blood for detecting exposure to

insecticidal organophosphorus esters or carbamates (Winteringham,

F.P.W. and Disney, R.W., Laboratory Practice, 1964, 13 (8), pp. 739-745).

It provides the most sensitive possible indication of anticholin-

esteratic carbamate exposure in vivo (Winteringham,F.P.W., Bull. Wld.

Hlth. Org., 1966, 35, pp. 452-453). Although the equipment required

has been considered"too complicated for real field conditions, .....

further trials ....... under field conditions" were recommended by a

WHO Expert Committee on Insecticides (WHO, Technical Report Series

No. 356, Geneva, 1967).
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The method has also been successfully adapted for

the detection of organophosphorus or carbamate insecticide residues

in plant samples (Marchart, H., Mikrochimica Acta (Wien), 1968,

(3), PP. 669-673), and for detecting exposure of domestic animals

to anticholinesteratic insecticides used for locust control

(Working paper 3.1; Mac Cuaig, R.D., Int. J. Appld. Rad. Isotopes,

1974, In press). The Meeting felt it was of importance further

to develop the radiometric method on account of the continuing

world-wide substitution of the earlier persistent organochlorine

insecticides by anticholinesteratic organophosphorus and carbamate

insecticides. The present coordinated programme provides for

this development, possibly on an automated basis, for residues

separated by high pressure liquid chromatography (Working papers

3.4 and 3.9) and as an index of exposure to, or contamination by,

anticholinesteratic acaricides used for cattle tick control in

Uganda (IAEA contract No. 1535/RB; Dr. A.K. Chemtai, Chief

Scientific Investigator).

1.2.3. Radioactive substrates as indicators of side-effects
in non-target organisms and of their comparative
susceptibilities

The Meeting noted that most of the halogenated

hydrocarbon pesticides, even at very low concentration, have the

ability to induce microsomal enzyme systems of the liver (Benakis, A.

et al., Joint action of environmental chemical residues on drug

metabolism and drug metabolizing enzyme systems in Comparative

studies of food and environmental contamination, IAEA-SM 175/53,

513-527, 1974). An undesirable consequence of this induction can

be to accelerate the metabolism of some drug and so reduce its

desirable pharmacological action.
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Studies by three different techniques of the

enzyme induction by halogenated phenyl urea-type herbicides were

reported (Working paper 3.6) and discussed. The techniques used were: -

(a) physiological; evaluation of the animal weight and the

ratio liver/body weight

(b) pharmacological; evaluation of the shortening of the

sleeping time of hexabarbital

(c) biochemical; measurement of biosynthesis of microsomal

proteins and cytochrome P-450 and the in vitro metabolism

of aminopyrine and aniline using liver microsomes.

The induction capacity of these halogenated phenyl

ureas apparently varied according to the tests used. For this

reason it was felt important to compare several tests for evaluating

the induction phenomenon. There is particular need for nore sensitive

and precise pharmaco-dynamic tests and for using radioactive labelled

substrates which provide for sensitive tests in vitro. The Meeting

suggested that attention should be given to identifying a possible

14 C-labelled substrate (e.g. one containing an - HN4C2H5 group)

which, on microsomal enzyme attack in vitro or in vivo would give

rise to a readily measurable 1 4 C0 evolution and expiration or

secretion.

Where pesticides and other pollutants have pronounced

liposolubility, they tend to be stored in the fatty tissues of animals,

and are not usually excreted unchanged. Their removal from the

body depends upon conversion to water-soluble metabolites which are

readily excreted. Thus, the rate of elimination of such substances

may depend upon the activities of enzymes which can degrade them,
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especially those enzymes found in the microsomal fraction (see

above). In a number of cases selective toxicity and resistance

to insecticides have been associated with differences in enzyme

activity between species or strains. An investigation involving

the determination of the activities of mixed function oxidase,

epoxide hydrase and glucuronyl transferase in liver microsomes
14

from a range of vertebrate species using C-labelled chlorinated

epoxides as substrates was reported (Working paper 3.12). The

results showed some promise for forecasting the persistence and

metabolic fate of liposoluble foreign compounds in different

species in vivo.

1.2.4. Radioactive substrates as indicators of persistence
or biodegradability of trace contaminants of soil
or water

"Recent years have witnessed a dramatic rise in the

production of a wide variety of synthetic organic chemicals that

are released in the environment, often in small but sometimes in

large amounts. A significant number of these materials are destroyed

by biodegradabive activities of microorganisms in soils and waters ..."

(M. Alexander: "Non-biodegradable and other reculcitrant molecules"

in Biotechnology and Bioengineering, 1973, 15, 611-647). A great

number of man-made chemicals are, however, not readily degradable

and so may exhibit undesirable persistence in the environment.

Study of biodegradability is greatly helped and

sometimes only made feasible by the use of radioactive and stable-

isotopically labelled compounds. These techniques lend themselves

especially to the screening of soil or water samples for micro-

biological species which are important in the biodegradation of

foreign chemical residues (Kokke, R. in Radiotracer studies of

chemical residues in food and agriculture, IAEA Panel Proceeding

Series, STI/PUB/332, Vienna, 1972, pp. 15-23).
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Related techniques can clearly be used for

studying the very important biological side-effects of the

residues on the microorganisms (see reference to Alexander

above and in Soil Biology, UNESCO, Paris, 1969). The published

data for "effect and non-effect" levels of pesticides vary greatly

and suggest the need for more work which would be greatly

facilitated by the availability of suitably labelled compounds.

The use of (1 4C-phenyl) DDT as a substrate for measuring the

microbiological ability of Uganda soils to degrade residues was

reported (Working paper 3.11).

In discussing the use of labelled substrates

attention was drawn to a complementary application where a

labelled substance could be used as quantitative marker because,

being metabolically inert, it was not a possible substrate in vivo.

Thus, compounds not absorbed in the intestine are

often used as markers to study the intestinal absorption of

nutrients and other components of the diet. Yttrium-91, a radio-

isotope of this rare metal, has been used as a marker for studying

calcium absorption in chicks (Hurwitz and Bar, J. Nutr., 1965, 96,

433). The principal advantages of this marker are its homogenous

distribution in the intestinal contents and its relatively simple

radiometric determination. As reported to the meeting (Working

paper 3.5) 9 Y was used in a study of a PCB (decachlorobiphenyl)

absorption in rats and chicks. It was found to be absorbed and,

apparently, re-excreted through the intestine without being

metabolized to a measurable extent.
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1.2.5. Labelled pools for studying the biological side-
effects of trace contaminants

As explained in the introduction the use of "labelled

pools" can provide a powerful tool for studying quantitatively the

effects of trace contaminants in vivo or in vitro. An investigation

has been undertaken involving 3 2 P-labelled phosphorylating preparations

for studying the toxic effects of mercury and cadmium (Working paper

3.10).

Administration of a lethal dose of mercuric chloride

to rats inhibited mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Southard,

J.H. and Nitisewojo, P., Biochem. Biophys. Res, Comm., 1973, 52,

921). Preliminary investigations also indicated that a lethal dose

of cadmium chloride suppressed the oxidative phosphorylation in liver

mitochondria. The kidney is apparently the critical organ in acute

mercury poisoning and liver that in cadmium poisoning,

The purpose of the investigation reported here (Working

paper 3.10) is to see whether the inhibition of ATP synthesis in

mitochondria of the target organs by heavy metals can be correlated

with death.

The ATP synthesis by phosphorylation of ADP is measured

by the use of (3 2p)pO4 as originally described by Krebs (Krebs, H.A.,

Radioisotope techniques, H.M.SO., London, 1953, 1, 145).

A second investigation (Working paper 3.7) indicated

the novel and potentially very important use of (3 P)-labelled pools

for studying plant injury by atmospheric sulphur dioxide.
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Other important phytotoxic air pollutants include

ozone, peroxyacetyl nitrate, nitrogen oxides, fluoride and ethylene.

According to Heck et al. (APCA Journal, 1973, 23, 257-266) these

cause far more serious losses to vegetation than do pollutants

originating from agricultural practices.

Test plants (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) are grown under

controlled conditions. Plants in different stages of development

are exposed to low doses.of SO2 in order to determine plant sensitivity

at different stages of development.

The effect of SO2 on phosphorus metabolism of plants

will be studied by measuring the uptake, translocation and accumulation

of 32p in different plant prts. Metabolism of phosphorus in the cell

will be studied by following the incorporation in the components of

acid soluble, phospholipid and nucleo-protein fraction. Incorporation

of 3 2P into the chloroplasts and photosynthetic oxygen evolution will

also be studied.

The meeting suggested the possibility of conducting

some experiments with (35S)S 2. These might indicate ways of applying

quantitative equivalents (e.g. of S0O or S0 4 ) to plants directly in

such a way as to obviate the notorious experimental difficulties of con-

trol-ling- yant exposure to known very low concentrations of gaseous S02.

Herbicides make up the major portion of global pesticide

usage. A great number of the more than 100 herbicides used on crops

are effective because of their persistence in the soil. These

residues are responsible for two serious problems, and possibly,

one beneficial side-effect.

Susceptibility of subsequent crops to the toxic effects
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of persisting residues, e.g. soybeans planted in fields where maize

was grown the previous year and treated with triazine herbicides;

and, the interaction of previous residues with insecticides, herb-

icides and fungicides used on the current crop to cause injury or

reduced effectiveness of the pesticide. The beneficial side-effect

is that sub-toxic applications of some pesticides especially Hill-reaction

inhibiting herbicides, can increase the yield and/or the protein

content of food and forage crops.

Radioactive pesticides and plant substrates

such as specific amino acids, and protein are being used to study

these effects (Working paper 3.8). Methods have been developed to

study protein synthesis during seed maturation by incubation of

amino acids with maturing grain seeds. The effects of pesticides

and proteins on seedling growth are being studied by the use of

grafts of "cold" seed embryos on radiolabelled endosperms, and by

supplying radiolabblled amino acids and pesticides to the seed by

means of a glass fistula inserted into the seed prior to germination.

1.3. Discussion

As stressed in previous meetings of the Joint FAO/IAEA Chemical

Residues and Pollution Programme (e.g., see Proceedings and report

of a research coordination meeting, Ispra, 1972, IAEA Panel Proceeding

Series, STI/PUB/363, Vienna, 1974, pp. 139 and 143) a chronic problem

is the unavailability of suitably labelled compounds to investigators

in advanced as well as in "developing" countries. The view was ex-

pressed that the registration of use of discharge of any new synthetic

compound to which living organisms might become exposed should be

conditional upon its availability in suitably labelled form from the

manufacturer or other appropriate centre. This would greatly facilitate
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independent studies of the fate and significance of the compound

at University and other Research Institutes. Attention was drawn

to a similar suggestionmade at the 2nd International Pesticide

Congress of IUPAC (Winteringham, F.P.W., The current status of

radioactive tracer techniques, Proceedings, 1972, pp. 367-378).

In similar vein the Meeting felt that for clearance of new

chemicals by governmental authorities, not only long term toxicological

studies but also screening for possible DNA-repair inhibition and

mutagenicity should be required.

The Secretariat explained that specific recommendations to the

Directors General of FAO and IAEA would not be appropriate for a

Research Coordination Meeting but the points would be recorded (as

above) in the Meeting Report.
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2. CONCLUSIONS AND PRIORITIES

As with the established use of isotope techniques as a diagnostic

tool in modern medicine, radiolabelled substrate and metabolic pool

techniques were potentially important as a diagnostic tool in the

protection of environmental quality. A wide range of such applications

could be envisaged but the meeting felt it useful to identify only

certain promising developments which merited priority in the context

of environmental problems: -

2.1. The importance of identifying at an early stage existing or

potential environmental residues which have mutagenic potential

in germ or somatic cells was now well recognized. In view of

the time and expense of using large numbers of experimental

organisms to detect or demonstrate unequivocally such effects

in vivo there was an urgent need to develop rapid biochemical

techniques for the detection of DNA injury or interference with

the DNA repair mechanisms in animal and plant cells. Priority

should, therefore, be given to encouraging the use of labelled

substrates for this purpose.

2.2. Advantages in terms of sensitivity, speed and minimal interference

with the test organism suggested high priority for further

development and application of the radiometric oholinesterase

technique.

2.3. Because of the possibly serious underestimate of the adverse effects

of atmospheric sulphur dioxide on sensitive crops high priority

should be given to the development of labelled pool techniques

for studying the effects on plants of very low concentrations

of sulphur-dioxide or its toxic derivatives.
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The meeting recognized the important uses of labelled

pesticides, drugs and trace contaminants for studying chemical

residue interactions such as those involving microsomal detoxifying

enzyme induction or inhibition, the effects of herbicide residues

on plant nitrogen uptake and metabolism, and trace-contaminant-

microorgafsmz interactions. However, the meeting felt that these

applications were well recognized and already part of other on-

going and related programmes. The possibly important effects of

certain herbicide residues on plant nitrogen uptake and metabolism

would be included in the Joint FAO/IABA programme on agricultural

nitrogen residues.
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3. WORKING PAPERS STUDIED BY THE GROUP

3.1. MacCuaig, R.D.

Radiometric estimation of blood cholinesterase levels in domestic

animals

3.2. Altmann, H.

Effects on DNA-repair and metabolism in animal tissues

3.3. Kovacs, J.

DNA-repair inhibitor and mutagenicity studies using Salmonella

Typhymurium strains

3.4. Schmid, E.R. and Junger, E. +

Radiometric determination of carbamate pesticides by enzyme

inhibition

3.5. Alumot, E.

Intestinal absorption and distribution of decachlorbiphenyl in rats

and chicks

3.6. Benakis, A. and Corthay, J.

Induction of liver microsomes mixed function oxidase by halogenated

phenylurea herbicides

3.7. Plesnicar, M., Cuk, M., Budimir, M., Svrkota, B., Kljajic, R.

Effects of sulphur dioxide on plant phosphorus metabolism

3.8. Ries, S.K.

The use of isotopes to study increased protein synthesis in seed

by subtoxic herbicide applications

3.9. Schmid, E.R., Markl, P., Damboritz, W., Huber, J.F.K.

Separation and quantitative determination of carbamate pesticides

by high pressure liquid chromatography using on-line detection by

spectrophotometry and off-line detection by enzyme inhibition

3.10. Nitisewpjo, P.

The effects of mercury and other heavy metals on oxidative phosphoryl-

ation in mitochondria

3.11. Kokke, R.

Unganda soil samples analyzed for some microbial properties and its

ability to convert DDT

3.12. Walker, C.H., Craven, A.C.C., Maysoon Kurukgy, Sidra, M.S.

Species differences in the metabolism of chlorinated pesticides.
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